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The past decade of advances in molecular genetic technology has heralded a new era for all evolutionary studies, but especially the science of human evolution. Data on various kinds of DNA variation in human populations have rapidly accumulated. There is increasing recognition of the importance of this variation for medicine
and developmental biology and for understanding the history of our species. Haploid markers from mitochondrial DNA and the Y chromosome have proven invaluable for generating a standard model for evolution of
modern humans. Conclusions from earlier research on protein polymorphisms have been generally supported
by more sophisticated DNA analysis. Co-evolution of genes with language and some slowly evolving cultural
traits, together with the genetic evolution of commensals and parasites that have accompanied modern
humans in their expansion from Africa to the other continents, supports and supplements the standard model
of genetic evolution. The advances in our understanding of the evolutionary history of humans attests to the
advantages of multidisciplinary research.

Reconstructing human evolution requires both historical and
statistical research. Although conclusions are not experimentally
verifiable because the process cannot be repeated, various disciplines such as physical and social anthropology, archaeology,
demography and linguistics provide complementary approaches
to researching questions of human evolution. The existence of
molecular genetic variation among human populations was first
demonstrated by Hirszfeld and Hirszfeld1 in a classic study published in 1919 of the first human gene to be describedABO,
which determines ABO blood groups. The subsequent identification of blood group protein markers, such as MNS and Rh
expanded the repertoire of polymorphic markers that could be
analyzed using antibodies. R.A. Fisher showed that evolution
could be reconstructed by analyzing the multilocus genotypes on
a chromosome observed in populations and their inheritance
within families2. The term ‘haplotype’ for the multilocus combination of alleles on a chromosome was introduced by Ceppellini
et al.3 during early research on the major histocompatibility
complex. Immunological methods remained the only satisfactory technique for detecting genetic variation until Pauling et al.4
introduced electrophoresis to separate different mutants of
hemoglobin, a technique that was rapidly adapted to analyze
variation in other blood proteins .
It was soon obvious that genetic variation was not rare but,
on the contrary, that almost every protein had genetic variants5,6. These variants became useful markers for population
studies. The first book of allele frequencies in populations,

published in 1954, was limited almost completely to serological
variation7, and books listing genetic variation increased rapidly
in size and number8–10. In 1980, a method for studying variation in DNA11 identified mutants of restriction sites by using
radioisotopes and generated several new markers. But it was
only with the development of PCR in 1986 that the study of
more general DNA variation became possible. The development of automated DNA sequencing in the early 1990s paved
the way for the application of systematic study of genome variation to human evolutionary biology.
Data from protein markers (sometimes called ‘classical’ markers) are still more abundant than are data from DNA, although
this situation is rapidly changing. For example, Rosenberg et al.12
studied 377 autosomal microsatellite polymorphisms in 1,065
individuals from 52 populations producing a total of 4,199 different alleles, about half of which were found in all principal continental regions. Another study13 of 3,899 single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in 313 genes sampled in 82 Americans
self-identified as African American, Asian, European or Hispanic
Latino found that only 21% of the sites were polymorphic in all
four groupsa fraction that would be expected to increase with
more sampled individuals. It is interesting to note, however, that
so far no conclusions derived from the earlier studies of classical
polymorphisms14 have been found to be in disagreement with
those obtained with DNA markers. Nonetheless, molecular
genetic markers have provided previously unavailable resolution
into questions of human evolution, migration and the historical
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relationship of separated human populations. In this review we
discuss the evolutionary and historical forces that have shaped
genomic variation and how its interpretation has led to a deeper
understanding of the evolution of our species.

mutations of which result in hemochromatosis. In this study no
evidence of selection on single SNPs or on haplotypes was
detected, but significant between-continent variation was found.
Unlike other studies12,13, African samples showed only slightly
more rare SNPs than Europeans or Asians. This suggests the possibility that different evolutionary models are relevant to the different continents.
Genetic statistics of the substructure underlying human populations may also suggest which genes are candidates to have been
under selection. The idea, originally proposed by CavalliSforza31 and expanded by Lewontin and Krakauer32, is to compare the expected and observed values of FST statistics (a measure
of the relevant amount of genetic diversity among populations)33
for a large enough number of genes and focus on those loci that
produce extreme values. In a recent study of 8,862 SNPs mapped
to gene-associated regions34, 156 genes for which the FST value
was exceptionally high and 18 for which it was exceptionally low
were identified, suggesting that these 174 genes are candidates for
having been under selection. Similar approaches have been
applied to specific genes such as G6PD24, the Duffy blood group
locus35, lactase haplotypes36, MAOA37 and skin pigmentation38;
in each case, unusually high variation among populations has
been invoked as a signature for the action of selection. The interactions among population substructure, demography and phenotypic variation are discussed in a recent review39.
Migration is another important factor in human evolution
that can profoundly affect genomic variation within a population. Most populations are relatively isolated, however, although
rare exchange of marriage partners between groups does occur.
An average of one immigrant per generation in a population is
sufficient to keep drift partially in check and to avoid complete
fixation of alleles. Sometimes a whole population (or a fraction
of it) migrates and settles elsewhere. If the migrant group is initially small but subsequently expands, by chance alone the frequencies of alleles among the founders of the new population
will differ from those of the original population and even more
so from those among which it settles. In this situation, group
migration has an effect that in some respects is opposite to that of

Evolutionary events affecting genomic variation
All genetic variation is caused by mutations, of which there are
many different types. The most common and most useful for
many purposes are SNPs, which can be detected by DNA
sequencing and other recently developed methods, such as denaturing high performance liquid chromatography15, mass spectrometry16 and array-based resequencing17.
Allelic frequencies change in populations owing to two factors:
natural selection, which is the result of population variation
among individual genotypes in their probabilities of survival
and/or reproduction, and random genetic drift, which is due to a
finite number of individuals participating in the formation of the
next generation. Both natural selection and genetic drift can ultimately lead to the elimination or fixation of a particular allele. In
the presence of mutation and in the absence of selection (that is,
under neutral conditions), the rate of neutral evolution of a finite
population is equal to the reciprocal of the mutation rate18.
The earliest evidence of selection acting on a human gene was
the discovery that heterozygotes of the hemoglobin A/S polymorphism have greater resistance to malaria than do AA or SS
homozygotes. In malarial environments, this results in a balanced polymorphism that maintains the S allele even though SS
individuals are severely ill with sickle-cell anemia. Recent studies
of DNA variation have focused on detecting signatures of selection, either balancing or directional19. This has produced many
different statistical tests using DNA diversity20,21 and comparisons of nucleotide substitutions that do or do not affect the
amino acid sequence of proteins22,23.
Strong molecular evidence of balancing selection, also in
malarial environments, has been found for the G6PD locus, the
low-activity alleles of which seem to confer resistance to
malaria24,25. Other analyses26 have found evidence for positive
selection at both G6PD and another gene TNFSF5, which is also
implicated in the response to
infectious agents. Strong directional selection has also been
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Genome structure and population history
A complete description of human genetic variation requires
more than just properties of isolated genes, microsatellites or
SNPs. How these vary simultaneously within a part or whole
chromosome requires statistics of correlation between the variation at different positions, and these are usually described by patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD). The stronger the LD, the
more likely that alleles at each of two positions will be found in
association with one another. Using studies of protein variants in
the 1970s and 1980s it was rare to identify strong LD in populations of outcrossing diploids. However, as more details become
available on variation in human DNA across populations, LD
between polymorphic DNA sites is increasingly being detected.
Standard population genetic theory suggests that LD between
pairs of genetic markers should decrease as the recombination
between them increases. But early studies of short segments of
DNA did not show this relationship for SNPs41. Because the pattern of LD is expected to vary both with local effects, such as the

Interpreting evolutionary history
The history of population differentiations using genetic data was
initially inferred from phylogenetic trees52–54 and from multivariate statistical methods such as principal components53,55 (of
which multidimensional scaling is a derivative) that use allele frequencies. Population trees are especially useful for reconstructing history if population differences can be assumed to result
from fissions that occur randomly in time, with a constant rate of
neutral evolution in each population between fissions. This is
likely to be roughly true for data on several autosomal genes from
large populations that are geographically and genetically distant,
as illustrated in Figure 1, which shows nine such groups from
around the world. Completely different types of DNA variation
provide the same basic conclusion regarding the relationships
between these populations (refs. 56, 57; and L.A. Zhivotovsky,
N.A. Rosenberg and M.W. Feldman, manuscript in preparation).
Violation of the above assumptions, such as the presence of
migration or selection, affects the interpretation of population
trees. However, when migration between geographic
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principal components give similar results58. For populations
that are geographically close, genetic and geographic distances
are often highly correlated (Fig 2), with an asymptote for the
genetic distance at about 1,000–2,600 miles on average (but
higher for Asia and the world, which are not at equilibrium).
Recent statistical developments in detecting clustering among
populations based on highly polymorphic autosomal markers59 have been valuable for analyzing very large population
genetic data sets12. It is important that this completely different approach produces the same primary continental clusters
as the earlier methods. In its application to data sets with
numerous polymorphic loci, however, it does seem to be more
sensitive in detecting and assessing individual ancestry.
Early studies showed that genetic differences between populations are relatively small as compared with those within
populations60,61. Subsequent analyses, including molecular
polymorphisms of 14 populations representing all continents,
confirmed that the within-population variance was about
85% of the total (Table 1)62. A recent analysis of 377 autosomal
microsatellite markers12 in 1,065 individuals from 52 worldwide
populations found that only 5–7% of the variation was between
populations. It is the remaining 5–15%the between-population componentthat can be used to reconstruct the evolutionary history of populations.
Dating the origin of our species using genetic data
Archeological evidence is generally considered to support the initial spread of humans within Africa from an East African origin
during the first half of the last 100 kya and the spread from the
same origin to all the world in the last 50–60 kya. Analyses of
numerous classical markers under this assumption have estimated the dates of first occupation by anatomically modern
humans of Asia, Europe and Oceania at 60–40 kya, in agreement
with archeological and fossil data. Dates for the first occupation of
America are estimated at 15–35 kya. Thus, genetically derived
dates are consistent with evidence from physical anthropology,
providing support for the use of population trees63. Below we discuss how recent analysis of DNA polymorphisms supports this
timing of the earliest split between Africans and non-Africans.
Studies of variation in DNA became possible in the early 1980s
(refs. 64, 65). Subsequent estimates for the emergence of modern
humans from Africa using autosomal restriction fragment length
polymorphisms were consistent with earlier estimates56,66. From
the analysis of several mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) polymorphisms, Cann et al.67 derived two important conclusions: the first
major separation in the evolutionary tree of modern humans was
between Africans and non-Africans; and the time back to the most
recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of modern human mtDNA
was 190,000 years (however, with a large error). After early doubts
about the statistical validity of these interpretations of the data68,
the order of magnitude was confirmed69–71. It is important to note
that TMRCA is usually significantly earlier than the first archaeologically observable divergence among a set of populations72,73.
Also, TMRCA does not necessarily coincide with the onset of population expansion. The ‘mismatch’ method74 to analyze mtDNA,
which analyzes the distribution of between sequence differences,
gives estimates that are more compatible with the beginning of
expansions inferred from archeology.
Because mitochondria are transmitted along only female lineages and mtDNA is genetically haploid, the effective size of a
population of mtDNAs is a quarter of that of the corresponding
autosomes. The mutation rate of the mitochondrial genome is
about ten times higher than that of nuclear DNA75, which provides an abundance of polymorphic sites, but creates difficulties
in reconstructing genealogies owing to repeated and reverse
nature genetics supplement • volume 33 • march 2003

mutations. Like the non-recombining part of the Y chromosome
(NRY), there is no evidence for recombination in mtDNA
although low-frequency rearrangements of somatic mtDNA
have been observed in heart muscle76.
The mutation rate of the NRY is comparable to that of nuclear
DNA, which means that polymorphisms are more difficult to find
but genealogies are easier to reconstruct. The greater length of DNA
on the NRY (perhaps 30 million bases of euchromatic DNA) relative to mtDNA compensates in data analyses for its lower mutation
rate. Even though the NRY behaves effectively as a single locus,
which is usually insufficient for evolutionary analyses, it has provided results that are consistent across many studies and in agreement with many archeological findings. In fact, the NRY genealogy
constructed from 167 mutations77 has been replicated with a totally
independent set of 114 mutations75 and confirmed independently
using mostly different population samples78,79.
Statistical analysis of Y chromosome data have been carried
out using coalescent theory devised by Kingman80. Coalescent-based techniques using numerical methods to study complex likelihood functions derived from Bayesian analyses were
developed subsequently81–82 and have facilitated estimation of
key parameters in the Y chromosome genealogy (ref. 83; and
H. Tang et al., manuscript in preparation) under specific
assumptions about demographic history. Tang et al.75 have
shown that important evolutionary properties of the Y chromosome TMRCA, which is close to 100 kya, can be derived
under few demographic assumptions.
Two recent estimates of TMRCA from mtDNA have been
made using different methods. From complete mtDNA
sequences (excluding the D loop) in a sample of 53 individuals,
516 segregating sites were seen and a TMRCA was estimated at
171 ± 50 kya70. From a sample of 179 individuals with 971 SNPs,
the TMRCA was estimated at 200–281 kya using a generation
time of 25 years, and 160–225 kya using a generation time of 20
years75. Corresponding estimates for the NRY-based TMRCA are
60–130 kya and 72–156 kya, with generation times of 25 and 30
years, respectively75.
It is important to stress that such estimates of TMRCAs do not
imply that the human population contained only one woman at
230 kya (the time of the mtDNA-based TMRCA, assuming constant mutation rates) or only one man at 100 kya (the time of the
NRY-based TMRCA). The only implication is that all human mitochondria existing today descend from that of a single woman living
230 kya, and all NRYs descend from that of a single man living
100 kya. In both cases, it is likely that there were many more human
individuals alive at the TMRCAwhether they were of the same
species as Homo sapiens is hard to determine, but descendants of
other species are either absent or extremely rare.
Although the reconstructed genealogies of mtDNA and NRY
are broadly similar, there are some notable differences, probably owing to social differences in migration customs. For
example, patrilocal marriage has historically been more common than matrilocal84, which can explain differences in
mtDNA and Y chromosome data in a number of populations85–93. Demographic differences between the sexes, such as
greater male than female mortality, the greater variance in
reproductive success of males than females and possibly the
greater frequency of polygyny than polyandry, may explain the
discrepancy between the NRY and mtDNA dates. These factors
reduce the effective number of males and may explain the
more than twofold difference between the NRY-based and the
mtDNA-based TMRCA. Another attractive alternative explanation is that mutation rates in mtDNA are very variable, and
when this variation is taken into account TMRCA of mtDNA
could become closer to that of NRY.
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Estimates of TMRCAs from autosomal genes are higher than
those from mtDNA or NRY. In theory, they should be higher by a
factor of four and the estimates are in this direction, although the
number of autosomal genes studied is small and estimates of
TMRCAs vary considerably94. For analyses of autosomal and X
chromosomes, recombination can complicate genealogies and
make TMRCAs impossible to estimate. There is also the possibility of heterozygote advantage, which has the potential to increase
estimates of TMRCA. Heterozygote advantage may be widespread throughout the human genome but has been very difficult
to show unequivocally, and the only fully confirmed example is
sickle cell anemia, for which very large samples were required.
There is some optimism, however, that the development of techniques that can detect heterosis for some genes in yeast95 may
lead to greater success in other organisms, including humans.
Tracking migrations of our species using DNA
A recent synthesis of Y chromosome phylogeography, paleoanthropological and paleoclimatological evidence suggests a possible hypothesis for the evolution of human diversity96–98.
Around 100 kya or shortly after, a small population of about
1,000 individuals (that is, a tribe), most probably from East
Africa, expanded throughout much of Africa. Then, between
60 and 40 kya there was a second expansion, most probably
from a descendant population, into Asia and from there to the
other continents (Fig. 3). This may be referred to as the ‘standard model of modern human evolution’; it is also called ‘out
of Africa 2’ in recognition of an earlier expansion of Homo
erectus from Africa into Eurasia around 1.7 million years ago
and assumes that anatomically modern humans (also called
Homo sapiens sapiens) replaced earlier poorly known species of
Homo that descended from the first migrants of H. erectus98.
Genetic data provide some indication that the spread of
humans into Asia occurred through two routes. The first was a
southern route, perhaps along the coast to south and southeast
Asia, from where it bifurcated north and south99. In the south,
these modern humans reached Oceania between 60 and 40 kya,

whereas the northern expansion later reached China, Japan
and eventually America (this might represent the second
migration to America, associated with the NaDene languages,
postulated by Greenberg100). The second was a central route
through the Middle East, Arabia or Persia to central Asia, from
where migration occurred in all directions reaching Europe,
east and northeast Asia about 40 kya, after which the first and
principal migration to America suggested by Greenberg
occurred not later than 15 kya101.
It is still unresolved whether the divergence between these two
expansion routes occurred in Africa or after entry into west Asia,
and, if the latter, where it happened. Most literature accepts without discussion that the entry to Europe and central Asia was
through the Levant. It is not at all certain that this was the only or
the earliest route. These two initially divergent routes converged
later, especially in the extreme East and America.
An alternative to the out of Africa 2 hypothesis, originated by
Weidenreich102 and expanded and called ‘multiregional’ by
Wolpoff103, maintains that all human populations living today
originated in their various continents and evolved in parallel into
modern humans. The main basis of this hypothesis is the claim
that most ancient fossils (essentially those from Europe and Asia
but not Oceania and America, where the human fossils found are
all very recent and of modern human type) show a continuous
morphological transition to modern humans. An extreme example of parallel evolution that included the doubling of brain volume is invoked to explain this scenario. In later versions of the
multiregional model, parallelism is claimed to be the result of
substantial intermigration100,104.
Recent quantitative anthropological research on several
human skulls has shown no morphological continuity in the various continents85. In addition, in the only part of the world
where there existed a human type with some clear similarity to
modern humansnamely Neandertals in Europe and west Asia
this purported ancestor of modern Europeans disappeared
shortly after the appearance of modern humans (40–30 kya).
MtDNA analysis of three Neandertals from Germany105,106,
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Fig. 3 The migration of modern Homo sapiens. The scheme outlined above begins with a radiation from East Africa to the rest of Africa about 100 kya and is followed by an expansion from the same area to Asia, probably by two routes, southern and northern between 60 and 40 kya. Oceania, Europe and America were
settled from Asia in that order.
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Fig. 4 High resolution molecular phylogeny to study human history. a, Phylogeny of human mtDNA haplogroups and their continental affiliation composed from
resequencing of 277 individuals143,144. The length of the branches corresponds approximately to the number of mutations. b, Phylogeny of human Y chromosome haplogroups and the continental affiliation of their most frequent occurrence, composed from population genotyping of over 1,000 individuals and resequencing of over 100145,146. The length of the branches corresponds approximately to the number of mutations.
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Croatia107 and the Caucasus108 detected no similarity with modern humans and indicated that the evolutionary separation of
Neandertal from modern humans took place at least 500 kya.
It has been claimed that the age of TMRCA derived from the
few human autosomal genes examined (between 500 and 1,000
kya) is proof of early expansions that have not been detected in
NRY and mtDNA but are compatible with the multiregional
hypothesis109,110. Templeton100 proposes that this ancient
TMRCA of autosomal genes is due to multiple migrations from
Asia of H. erectus types before out of Africa 2 and the origin of
modern humans. There is no evidence for such early migrations;
even small populations tend to maintain high genetic variation
(Table 1), and the amount of variation observed between human
populations today is so small relative to the average variation
within populations that it could have easily accumulated in the
100–200 ky before the present.
Recent simulation-based tests of the nested-clade method used
by Templeton have found that it may produce an inference of longterm recurrent gene flow where this is specifically excluded from
the simulation111. It is also important that the extent of LD in autosomal genes is much lower in African than non-African populations48,49,112,113, suggesting that non-African populations represent
a small genetic subset of the Africans. LD has had a long time to dissipate in Africa, and the polymorphisms of the autosomal genes
from which their (expected) long TMRCAs are calculated are much
more likely to have arisen in Africa than in Asia.
High resolution history using haploid markers
The identification in recent years of a large number of SNPs on the
NRY and mtDNA has afforded higher resolution of population
history through the reconstruction of the phylogenetic relationships of extant Y chromosomes and mtDNA (Fig. 4). Using the
nomenclature developed by the Y Chromosome Consortium114,
the first two haplogroups (Fig. 4a; A and B) are almost completely
African and even today represent mostly hunter-gatherers or their
descendants, who have never reached high population densities or

Fig. 5 Language families of the world.
The 12 families of the Greenberg classification88,122–125. The Eurasiatic superfamily includes six families (most of which are
recognized by most linguists) and an isolate, Gilyak, listed in the central column.
The oldest family is the Khoisan that
includes Bushmen and Hottentots, many
of whom also belong genetically to the
oldest haplogroups of both mtDNA and
NRY. Australian and Indopacific are also
old families. Other African languages are
Niger-Kordofanian (mostly west Africa),
Nilo-Saharan and Afroasiatic (that
includes Semitic languages like Arab and
Hebrew). American languages belong to
three families: Amerinds were the first to
migrate from Asia, according to some
(Fagan, ref. 89) as late as 15 kya, and
Amerind shows affinities with Eurasiatic.
One of the other two American families is
Na-Dene (belonging to Dene-Caucasian),
a family that probably spread to Eurasia
before Eurasiatic and includes Sinotibetan, spoken in almost all of China, as
well as some isolated, probably relic, languages (Basque, a few Caucasian languages and Burushaski, spoken in N.
Pakistan) that all survived the later
spread of Eurasiatic languages. The third
American family is Eskimo-Aleut, the last
to spread to America from N.E. Siberia.
The Austric family is very large and is spoken in S.E. Asia, Indonesia, all of Polynesia
to the east and Madagascar to the west.
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undergone high rates of increase. Slow growth is indicated by the
accumulation of many mutations within a branch, as in most
descendants of haplogroup A and B and in those of the earliest
branches of haplogroups C, D, E and F. By contrast, when there are
many branches (called a starburst) after a specific mutation or
group of mutations, we can infer rapid growth115,116. The major
expansions are those of haplogoup F (seven branches) after an initial lag in population growth, and even more remarkable is the
later expansion of haplogroup K (nine branches). These began in
the last 40 kya and led to the major settlement of all continents
from Africa, first to Asia, and from Asia to the other three continents. The tree of mtDNA (Fig. 4b) is more bushy, but there are
more haplogroups because of the higher mutation rate. The general structures of the male and female genealogies in Figure 4 are
the same. The earliest branches all remain in Africa; in both trees
they clearly refer to the slowly growing hunter-gatherers. In both
trees the major growth in Africa is due to a late branch, taking
place in the second part of the last 100,000 years and clearly connected with the expansion to Asia. The M, N branches of the
mtDNA phylogeny indicate the separation of the expansion from
Africa to Asia into a southern and a northern branch. In the NRY
genealogy, the southern branch is on average earlier than the
northern, and includes mostly haplogroups C, D, H, M and L. Of
these, H and L remained in India and part of C went to Oceania,
the rest to Mongolia, Siberia, and eventually to northwest America
(Na-Dene speakers). D went as far as southeast Asia and Japan.
The northern Asian expansion remains mostly in East Asia (haplogroup O—its branch N has a major propagule to N.E. Europe,
among Uralic speakers). Haplogroup I from north Asia generates
what is probably the first major Paleolithic expansion to central
Europe. G and J are found today in the Middle East and from there
expanded to Europe, mostly in the south and probably with
Neolithic farmers. R is found in Europe, India, Pakistan, and
America, but an early branch seems to have returned to the central
part of the Sahel in North Africa. Haplogroup Q generates most
Amerinds, except for Na-Dene speakers and Eskimos. Haplogroup
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There is generally a strong correlation of genetic tree clusters
I is also found in north and central Europe, where it probably originated around 20,000 kya. A few indigenous individuals in Amer- with language families63,134, but there are also clear examples of
ica and Australia probably inherited European Y chromosomes.
historically dated language replacements. It is likely that these
language shifts have become more common recently, with massive colonizations made possible by development of transportaParallel developments to human evolution
What were the causes of the expansions that increased the num- tion and military technology.
Knowledge, which forms the basis of human behavior, is accuber of modern humans by a million times or more over the past
100 kyr? Many capabilities distinguish modern humans from our mulated by ‘cultural transmission’ over generations and is subpredecessors (especially our closest relative, Neandertal): sophis- ject to rapid change within generations. We have developed a
tication of stone tools, art, religion and, above all, language. We theory of cultural transmission, in which the most important
cannot totally exclude art or religion among Neandertals, but it is feature is ‘duality’: culture is transmitted either ‘vertically’ from
usually claimed that modern humans showed a very early, sud- parents to children or ‘horizontally’ between people with no parden development of art, with common themes related to magic, ticular age or genetic relationship135.
religion and an afterlife linked to the making of tombs117,118,
Evolution under vertical transmission is slow, although faster
although there is evidence that many of these aspects of modern than genetic evolution, and its time unit of one generation is the
same. In assessing the importance of vertical transmission, we note
human behavior have a long history in Africa119.
It has been rejected that Neandertal could speak languages like that children are more prone to accept parental education because
ours for anatomical reasons, but the evidence offered is consid- of specific susceptibilities during ‘critical periods’ of maturaered inconclusive120,121. Modern human languages are mutually tion135,136. For example, most ‘mother tongues’ are learned without
incomprehensible and superficially unrelated to each other. A accent only in the first 4–5 years. But under coercion or other spegeneral classification based on 12 language families has been sug- cial circumstances, the language of a whole population can be fully
gested by Greenberg (Fig. 5)88,122–125. For geneticists like us, it replaced in 3–4 generations. Although complete rapid replacement
seems natural to think that modern languages derive mostly or of languages may occur, such events are probably rare. Evolution
completely from a single language spoken in East Africa around under horizontal cultural transmission is usually much faster than
100 kya, given that today’s genes also derive from that popula- under vertical transmission, and modern means of communication
tion. This does not mean that this was the only language in exis- have made it exceptionally fast. Present-day humans are a ‘cultural
tence at the time; in parallel with genetic TMRCAs, it was the animal’, but even today old customs may persist because some veronly language then existing that survived and evolved with rapid tical cultural transmission remains important.
Humans carry many parasites or commensal organisms, some
differentiation and transformation. Evidence supporting the
existence of a common single language include the shared lexi- of which began their relationship with humans more than
con, sounds and grammar of present-day languages. Language, 100 kya. If their transmission is even partly verticalas it is for
like many other forms of cooperation, must have originated as hepatitis B virusthen their evolution is similar to that of
humans, with origins in Africa and a spread first to Asia and
intrafamilial communication126.
The expansion of modern humans may have been stimu- then, independently, from Asia to the other three continents. It
lated by the development of a new, more sophisticated culture has been suggested that this is true of other viruses, such as polyof stone tools (called Aurignacian), which developed at the omavirus137, and also of the bacterium Helicobacter pylori138,
time of the expansion127. It is also very likely that navigation which was recently found to be the causative agent of gastric
became available (or else the passage from southeast Asia to ulcer. It is likely that the same evolutionary properties will be
Oceania would have been impossible) and may even have been detected for other commensals and parasites, indicating that at
used earlier, such as in coastal south Asia87, or later along the least part of their transmission is vertical.
Pacific American coast.
Innovations that increased food availability may have then Summary and outlook
allowed groups to remain in the same area and to increase in size. Late twentieth century population genetic research was marked
This apparently happened in many parts of the world on a mas- by a significant expansion in the available research tools through
sive scale starting 10–13 kya with the adoption of agriculture and a greater appreciation of the level of polymorphism in the human
pastoralism. From the beginning of food production to the pre- genome. The development of assays for loci that allowed infersent, there must have been a thousand-fold population increase. ences about female (mtDNA)– or male (Y chromosome)–speDemographic growth in the well identified, specific areas of ori- cific histories yielded new insights into human history. A
gin of agriculture must have stimulated a continuous peripheral growing appreciation of the importance of the genetic structure
population expansion wherever the new technologies were suc- of human populations has seen the scope and application of popcessful. ‘Demic expansion’ is the name given to the phenomenon ulation genetic studies expand.
(that is, farming spread by farmers themselves) as contrasted
In many ways we are currently hampered by the limited range
with ‘cultural diffusion’ (that is, the spread of farming technique of populations from which samples are available for detailed
without movement of people). Innovations favoring demo- analysis. The World Cell Line Collection of 1,064 individuals
graphic growth would be expected to determine both demic and from 52 populations is a beginning, but at least 5,000–10,000
cultural diffusion55,128,129. Recent research suggests a roughly from a more representative sampling of all continents would be
equal importance of demic and cultural diffusion of agriculture preferable. Inferences about human history from small samples13,17 are invariably fallible. Most published analyses concern
from the Near East into Europe in the Neolithic period130,131.
Demic diffusion also results in the spread of the language of genes chosen because of a putative relation to some phenotype,
the initiators of the expansion. This probably occurred for Indo- but sampling of DNA variation should be random with respect
European languages spreading from the Middle East to Europe both to coding and non-coding regions71.
and India132, or for Austronesian languages spreading to PolyneCurrent statistical procedures to estimate the extent of migrasia133. There is generally a strong correlation between linguistic tion or to measure the strength of selection from patterns of
families and the genetic tree of major populations14,63, with some nucleotide variation are still primitive. New computational and
analytical methods are needed for both if we are to increase our
important exceptions.
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confidence in the calculation of ages of mutations and TMRCAs.
A key requirement here is the ability to separate selection from
demographic effects. Comparative sequencing of primates may
facilitate the detection and estimation of selection.
For haplotype determination, large samples of trios—father,
mother, son—would be useful but expensive to obtain on a
worldwide scale. Thus, improved algorithms for estimating haplotypes are required. Systems that combine SNPs and microsatellites may provide a way to map haplotypes more finely, to assess
erosion of LD and to reconstruct the evolutionary history of gene
regions139. Construction of somatic cell hybrids might, in the
future, enable individual chromosomes to be isolated and made
available for haplotypic analysis.
There is great scope for more interaction among anthropologists and population geneticists. Recent work by Hewlett et al.140
suggests that correlation of microcultural variation and genetic
variation in the same groups can be very informative about population interactions on various timescales. In the same vein,
there are still few studies that compare patterns of variation in
representative populations of human pathogens with those in
their hosts. Perhaps this is a symptom of our focus on the genetics and diseases of developed countries and of the tiny fraction of
available resources allocated to studying genetic variation in
those populations about whom we have the least knowledge.
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